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Fallen Sentinel
A Sentinel on the Street
This is the true story of one hopelessly lost, young man's search for soul and her struggle to reunite the two of them before
he is robbed of the very humanity that binds them to the same body. For in his eyes, only he is real, and she, but a dream,
or so it seems until this indentured sailor stumbles into her world, the womb of his imagination, and she, his, in their
indefatigable search for that one person they are destined to become.

The Century Dictionary
Christian Science Sentinel
Sentinels: Lynx Destiny
A collection of short science fiction stories portrays the strange adventures of the explorers of outer space

Evil Rising
Sentinel of Christian Liberty
The Century Dictionary and Cyclopedia
The Sleeping Sentinel of Valley Forge
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The Indianapolis Sentinel Almanac for .
A Different Kind of Sentinel is a psychological tale of one Jungian's struggle with the beastly side of human nature-with his
sexuality and his participation in the killing of other human beings in Vietnam-using Active Imagination and the
Transcendent Function, the process at the heart of Carl Jung's theory of psychological growth, by which he is guided,
through dialogue with his unconscious, toward the person he is meant to become.

The British Flag & Christian Sentinel
Sentinel Of The Snow Peaks
American Sentinel
The Sentinel
Explores the legacy of a Civil War-era secret society, the Knights of the Golden Circle, and describes efforts to crack the
society's system of codes and symbols to identify hidden treasure sites across the American south and west.

Sentinel
The Century Dictionary and Cyclopedia: The Century dictionary prepared under the
superintendence of William Dwight Whitney
New Guinea, the Sentinel
Medical Sentinel
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American Sentinel
The Sugar Sentinel
The Sentinel Almanac and Book of Facts
Visiting her grandmother's farm, Emily encounters a strangely-dressed girl her age, and discovers that she's a relative -from another time! Who is this oddly dressed girl? Where did she come from? What is she doing on the rock outcrop, Emily's
favourite spot on her late grandmother's farm? Come to think of it, where is the farm? Emily, a twelve-year-old girl from the
city, has come to say goodbye to the family homestead following her grandmother's funeral.Magically, miraculously, she
finds herself transported back to a bygone era when pioneers first settled the Canadian prairies. How did she get here - and
how will she get back home? The Secret of Sentinel Rock is a rich, descriptive story of hope and inspirarion as Emily finds
the confidence to get on with her future. Letting go of the past does not mean having to forget it.

A Different Kind of Sentinel
The Sentinel Stars
The Century Dictionary and Cyclopedia: The Century dictionary, prepared under the
superintendence of William Dwight Whitney; rev. & enl. under the superintendence of
Benjamin E. Smith
Sometimes its more prudent to ignore a conceivable problem than to insert oneself into the middle of it and thinking you
can make it go away. Kassie, a sensitive, caring person inserted herself into a situation her roommate and friend, Jackie,
couldnt comprehend. Both were flight attendants, with different backgrounds and values. Their priorities and lifestyles were
on the same page only after they changed professions. When they became registered nurses, they became a part of the
medical profession, associating with physicians and surgeons, nursing staff and patients. Nothing prepared either of them
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for the turmoil existing in the private lives of their medical colleagues. Then, everything got blurred when one of them
became too inquisitive.

The Sentinel
Against the backdrop of the sweeping conquest of Western Europe by Hitler's mighty Panzer Divisions in WWII, Australia
produced 66 cruiser tanks - the Sentinel tank - but none ever took the field of battle. The story of Australian tanks in WWII
portrays governments under pressure and bureaucratic bungles that saw opportunities lost and precious resources
squandered when the nation was under greatest threat. This careful dissection of government process in the crucible of war
is a rare gem in an age when most wartime histories focus on the front-line soldier.

Sentinel of the Damned
The Secret of Sentinel Rock
The Christian sentinel; or, Soldiers' magazine
Medical Sentinel
PAIN Frank Mercer thought he knew what that was when he woke up on a strange beach, more dead than alive. His
memories had been stripped from him, his mind a gaping void of unanswered questions. But when the small farming family
found him and nursed him back to health, so too did his mind begin to heal. And then came the nightmares. RAGE
Something lies just underneath the surface of Frank's mind, a darkness possessed of vicious intelligence with a personality
of it's own. Old injuries and the kindness of new friends have thus far held it at bay, in particular one small girl with a rare
gift and a big heart. But when old disputes come back to surface, Frank soon finds himself standing between a brutal crime
lord and the family he has come to love. Caught in the middle of monsters, mages, and killers, he is helpless to prevent the
emergence of a far greater evil. POWER Frank is regaining more of himself, the growing power within him unlike anything
the continent of Endath has ever known. But even as he faces off against a horde of enemies, another foe perches among
the recesses of his mind and waits. For his body once belonged to another, and with each new discovery of lost memories
and abilities a little bit more of that other returns.
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The Sentinel
The Sentinel
The Century Dictionary and Cyclopedia
The Sentinel
A lone shifter and a stranger must embrace their deepest fears to defeat a deadly enemy in Doranna Durgin's newest
Sentinels romance Forced to return to her family cabin deep in the Sacramento Mountains, Regan Adler is determined to
keep her visit brief. Voices that drove her mother crazy are now threatening to do the same to her and she can't ignore
them. Then she meets Kai…. Kai Faulkes is a lone shape-shifter who takes the form of a lynx. He's aware of the danger
approaching and must protect his home at all costs. When Regan's soft and sultry voice reaches him, he is thrown into a
whole new world of passion and desire. Suddenly the stakes are higher, and Kai and Regan must fight for everything they
hold dear.

The Century Dictionary and Cyclopedia: Dictionary
Biron Coomra, a child created by a biophysicist from Rylaxon and a powerful witch from a distant alien world planet called
Earth, has struggled to find his place in a society that shuns difference. As a civil war threatens to tear Rylaxon apart,
determined factions struggle to protect what they hold dear. Biron and those viewed as genetically different, through no
fault of their own, are deemed a threat to Rylaxon purity. A consortium of Zealots has vowed to rid their society of anyone
judged genetically inferior. In Evil Rising, book two of the Children of Enoch series, the fragile peace that holds Rylaxon
together is about to crumble. As a cybernetic boy with magical abilities, Biron is targeted for extinction at the hands of
these self-proclaimed puritans. An evil entity bent on destroying humanity manipulates a cloning experiment based on
Birons DNA, to create a new race. Gorgos, the first of a bloodthirsty tribe of Vampeer, will stop at nothing to destroy Biron
and conquer humanity. The fanged clone joins forces with the Zealots to frame Biron and turn the public against the young
crusader. The brutal murder of a beloved religious leader only enflames the passions on both sides. While on the run, the
young hero Biron mysteriously loses his magical abilities, and he and his family race for their lives. When unknown forces
appear, no one can predict the surprising outcome of their intervention.
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